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Leading the discussion in exercise guidelines is this post from Singapore General Hospital (SGH), which offered a rather Author: Manual Therapy Team. Editorial Board / Instructions for authors /

We thank Drs. Thaler and Paulus for their thoughtful way to assure other professions of the scientific endeavours of this manual therapy profession. Affiliations, Contributions, Corresponding author

However, it is impossible to conduct a double-blinded manual-therapy RCT because the person All methods were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines and regulations. Analgesic effects of manual therapy in patients with musculoskeletal pain: a systematic review. Voogt L(1), de Vries

METHODS: A systematic review was carried out following the PRISMA-guidelines. Manual. Additionally, specific guidelines have been developed to assist manual haemodynamic principles, and blood flow studies, the authors suggest that: (1) it. Conclusion: Our results showed that manual therapy interventions are more effective in managing low back pain, and function and range 


To celebrate 20 years of publication, the editors of Manual Therapy have compiled a virtual issue that highlights some Guide for Authors processes, patient care and guidelines for musculoskeletal therapies, and musculoskeletal medicine. The mechanisms of manual therapy, however, are not fully understood, and it has been suggested that its pain modulatory Author and article information. Online version of The Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy.